Abundant sensors in various types are widely used in modern cities to comprehend the current situations in real time. The raw data in open conditions is always in low quality and is hard to employ directly due to its imperfect or missing records. Traditional data preprocessing methods focus on the offline historical data and remain a dilemma between the efficiency and the overhead. In this paper, a data harmonization service DS-Harmonizer is proposed on spatiotemporal data stream in the edge computing environment. Through the online cleaning and complementing steps of the hierarchical service instances, the records' validity and continuity can be guaranteed in an efficient way. On the simulated data in a practical project, the service shows high performance, low latency, and acceptable precision in extensive conditions.
Introduction
Various sensors of smart cities are adopted in practice nowadays, such as recognition cameras on the trunk roads, smartcard readers in the buses, inductive loops at the toll stations, and transducer in the power plants. Those sensors locating at the edge of the network gather their data hierarchically in a timely manner for further data analysis through either offline batch tasks or online real-time tasks [1] . The diversity and the adequacy of sensory data make it possible to comprehend the current urban situation and the future trends from different perspectives even in real time. In the emerging infrastructure of edge computing environment, leveraging resources closer to the edges would be more efficient for data analysis [2] than that of traditional ways at the data centers in the core network.
The raw data in such open conditions is always in low quality and hard to employ directly for further usage. In a general statistics, 15% of the data gathered directly from sensors is incomplete or contains errors [3] . Due to the data noise, communication error, or device failure, it is common for the processing to encounter critical data distortion or records missing. Take the data in transportation domain as an example. Williams B M et al. in their research [4] show that approximately 20% of the traffic flow data in the investigation were missing. In the data of seven years in Alberta, Canada, that proportion is more than 50% and even 90% at some periods. In the official statistic of Minnesota Department of Transportation, more than 40% of traffic flow data has missing values [3] . The missing data or errors among data are usually caused by three reasons: the data would be lost due to a broken communication link; the data would be abandoned actively by the backend system when the cache is overflow without compensation; the data would be dropped by the dispatching thread in an overloaded parallel or competing environment.
Against the imperfect or missing records, the preprocessing on sensory data is necessary but still remains inherent challenges in edge computing environment especially when the data volume and rate grow. On the one hand, low latency of preprocessing is hard to guarantee on continuous sensory data. Such data stream would be accumulated concurrently and fast from massive sensors at second-level frequency. After the data has been stored, traditional methods face the intrinsic shortage due to the physical limitation of disk I/O. Although leveraging edge resources can alleviate costs associated with data processing, it tends to be constrained by the capabilities in edge servers. Accordingly, it has to balance the data quality and processing latency with computation overheads. On the other hand, the complementing on the missing values is always blamed on the accuracy. The missing records of the sensory data always lead to unreasonable zero values of business statistics. For example, the travel time being zero at given periods or on given road segments may come from missing records of ALPR (Automatic License Plate Recognition) data. In practice, it is ought to be recognized and repaired, because the aggregation on data stream reflects the continuous situation [5] and such zero or missing is not comprehensible. Moreover, no general standard exists yet due to the diversity of data or business. The spatiotemporal characteristics of sensory data have not paid enough attentions in current works, which must be the very key to improve the practical effects. In this paper, the typical traffic flow data in highway domain is taken into consideration, and a data harmonization service DS-Harmonizer is proposed in edge computing environment. Through the steps of online cleaning and complementing in the hierarchical service instances, the records' validity and continuity can be guaranteed. Our contributions are listed as follows. (1) On spatiotemporal data stream, the latency of service can hold second-level even when fusing the auxiliary data; (2) through the business constraints and enhanced ARIMA model, the service can distinctly improve the accuracy for the data cleaning and complementing; (3) by the evaluation in a practical project, the benefits of service is convincing in extensive conditions. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the motivation and related works; Section 3 elaborates our data harmonization service including two key steps; Section 4 quantitatively demonstrates performance and effects in the experiments; Section 5 summarizes the conclusion.
Background

Motivation. The research in this paper is driven by
Highway Big Data Analysis System in Henan, one of the provinces in China. The goal of this system is to improve the routine business analysis through Big Data technologies for public travelling and official management. Operated by Henan Transport Department, the system has been online since October 2017. On one billion records of the years 2016 and 2017, the analyses in the system involve 660 million vehicles, 37 highway lines, and 279 toll stations. In the system, the traffic flow defined as follows is one of the most significant business metrics. In the system, a record of traffic flow data is typical spatiotemporal and contains 4 attributes as in Table 1 . Here, the two temporal attributes present either the start or end of a time period; the spatial attribute is the identifier of a toll station where vehicles exit and pay the toll; the aggregative attribute is the traffic flow value at a given toll station and a given time period.
Such traffic flow data is generated continuously by inductive loops embedded in the ground at a toll station and would be transferred to hierarchical data centers regularly. The procedure of data transmission is illustrated as in Figure 1 . The sensory data is first transferred from devices to a road side server through direct wires, and then to servers in section center, region center, and province center in batches step by step through private network. Typical tree topology is composed of those servers: a server connects only an upper one, while it could gather the data from various lower ones. Here, the road side servers and the section centers servers can be regarded as the edge servers in the hierarchy due to their limited computation capacity.
During the procedure above, the error or missing records exist in the records of raw data, which would be disseminated to the subsequent servers. On the one hand, the temporal attributes in the records sometimes are inconsistent. For example, both 2001-01-01 and 2015-05-31 appear in some continual records from the same device. It is always caused by the devices in troubles whose data is considered as untrustworthy. It is not easy to discriminate such false data if no business constraints or conditions are employed. On the other hand, the records of traffic flow are missing at given periods of some toll stations. Due to the high traffic density, the communication may be broken and the device may be in a malfunction, and the sensory data fails to transfer to the servers. In practice, such missing data has to be substituted by the reasonable values for reasonable statistics. In fact, the data preprocessing is difficult due to the scalability and time-sensitiveness guarantee especially when the data size or rate grows. Current methods to tackle imperfect records are centralized and completed in data centers at the core network, which would consume heavy IO on GigaByte data and endures hour-level latency. Therefore, it is required to handle the continuous spatiotemporal data before further usage in a low latency and cost-efficient way. That is just our original motivation.
Related
Work. Data harmonization combines data from different sources with a comparable view and implies various intentions in different studies [6] . In this paper, this term is extended to the necessary preprocessing services working before the core business calculations. It includes two key steps: the data cleaning for imperfect records and data complementing for the missing ones. Accordingly, the related works can be classified in such two perspectives.
The first perspective is data cleaning. Data cleaning is the process to identify unreasonable data and fix possible errors [7] to improve data quality and keep the semantic consistency [8] . It always involves steps about identifying errors and repairing data. First, errors ought to be identified as the inconsistency, duplication, invalidness, and nonintegrity in the data. It is also the procedure to capture the violations based on business constraints [9] through the technologies like similarity join, clustering, and the rule-based fixing [10] . However, the spatiotemporal characteristics are not exploited enough especially for the continuous data stream [11] . An analogous work [12] concerns the problem about real-time data in wireless sensor network, but it only focuses on the redundant duplication. Second, data repairing aims to revise the records' errors after they have been identified. The heuristic repairing algorithms like functional dependency [13] or denial constraints [14] often employ confidence values [15] to alter possible errors or missing attributes. Commodity cleaning systems like NADEEF [16] even require consulting business professionals for more domain knowledge. However, in highway domain, the general principle for data cleaning still lacks. In this paper, on the continuous data stream, our method concerns temporal inconsistency and business constrains' violation according to typical spatiotemporal characteristics. The efficiency and scalability are guaranteed in edge computing environment.
The second perspective is data complementing. To improve the low quality from the missing records, the data complementing is the manipulation techniques to substitute the missing one [17] with the approximate value. Against the null or distorted value from the missing records, data complementing always refers to the domain experiences. First, an intuitive way is to substitute missing values through domain specific threshold. Such a method of highway domain is proposed using the upper and lower bound on traffic flow data [18] : the distorted value larger than the upper bound (or smaller than the lower bound) would be revised as that bound. It overemphasizes the value's validity but neglects the real rationality on spatial or temporal factors. Second, another typical idea is to generate values from the historical trends by offline processing. Such a method [19] is proposed for traffic flow data complementing from the values of the same period in the previous day and that of the previous period in the same day. The complementing value y(t) =a
, where is a predefined weight for the current day, y(t-1) is the traffic flow value of the previous period in the same day, and y (k−1) (t) is the value of the same period in the previous day. It can reduce the influence of the flow fluctuation, but the offline manner could not fit the continuous condition. Third, the value can be generated from the neighbors of the missing one by online or offline processing. Such a method [19] is used for traffic flow data complementing through the values of the adjacent periods in the same day. The complementing value y(t) = [y(t-n) + y(t-n+1) + . . . +y(t-1)]/n, where is the neighbor volume and y(t-n) is the traffic flow of the th previous period. That makes it possible to work on real-time data stream, but such arithmetic average cannot always achieve accurate value due to the outlier values. Fourth, the data complementing can be regarded as a short-term prediction problem on the recent data. The prediction idea is widely used in fields like QoS evaluation, process management, and service recommendation [20] . In highway domain, the traffic flow prediction is one of the hottest topics [21] and current work can be classified in different perspectives like predictive period, predictive range, and implemented technology. Such methods for data complementing can acquire more precise results than that of others, but they cost more due to the calculation complexity. Current technical mainstream is the Big Data [22] solutions on popular system like Hadoop, Storm, or Spark running at core data centers [2] ; while in edge computing environment only limited computation capacities of edge servers are available. Accordingly, those methods cannot be applied directly for the data complementing in this paper. As the recent trends exploiting spatiotemporal characteristics, our method adopts enhanced prediction technology for the better accuracy with economy consumption. In brief, on continuous data with spatiotemporal characteristics, current works still lack effective approaches to leverage edge resources for either data cleaning or data complementing. Taking the traffic flow data in highway domain as an example, we introduce our harmonization service on data stream against the imperfect or missing records.
Data Harmonization on Spatiotemporal Data Stream
Methodology. The DS-Harmonizer (Data Stream
Harmonizer service) is a lightweight streaming processing service running in hierarchical edge servers as Figure 2 .
In highway domain like the scenario of Section 2.1, the edge environment can be abstracted as three layers. (1) The bottom sensor layer maintains the thousands of sensors in multiple types. The raw sensory data generates from sensors and transfers to the edge layer. For example, at a toll station, the inductive loops embedded in the ground and the recognition cameras installed on the lane gantry would work collaboratively to yield traffic flow data. As the description in Table 1 , the traffic flow data includes the time, station identifier, and an aggregative value. (2) The middle edge layer owns thousands of hierarchical edge servers. When gathering data from sensors, the layer would handle imperfect or missing records and then transfer the validated data to the data center layer. As mentioned before, those edge servers make up the typical tree hierarchy: one server could gather data from multiple lower servers and transfer its results to a certain upper one. Each edge server provides execution environment for a DS-Harmonizer instance with limited computation capacity like CPU, memory, storage, and bandwidth. (3) The top data center layer is a private Cloud for massive business calculations on sensory data. Compared with the servers in edge layer, the data center owns enough resources for Big Data analysis, such as daily traffic flow of ETC vehicles, weekly mileage of MTC vehicles, and monthly proportion of vehicle types.
The sensory data floats from bottom to the top, and it would be hierarchically handled and transferred in the edge layer through the instances of DS-Harmonizer service. The service is a lightweight streaming processing job including two consecutive steps: the data cleaning step against the imperfect records and the data complementing step for the missing ones. Each service instance runs independently in an edge server and collaborates with its direct neighbors through the message communication. Moreover, such service collaboration provides somewhat guarantee of data availability when an instance or an edge server crashes: the lost data in that case can be regarded as the missing records and would be complemented by DS-Harmonizer in an upper edge server. The two steps for data harmonization in the service would be elaborated in the following parts.
Online Data Cleaning.
When the data is gathered from sensors or lower servers, DS-Harmonizer in the target edge server would carry out the online cleaning first to handle the imperfect records in the data. We take the scenario in Section 2.1 as an example and illustrate the procedure by Figure 3 . The input here is the continuous sensory data in two different types, and the output is the cleaned data stream of traffic flow. The goal of this step is to revise some errors in attributes and calibrate the semantic inconsistency among data.
As in the left part of Figure 3 , it is a typical streaming processing procedure. Each record of traffic flow data in the stream is read at a time and then its attributes are extracted for verification. If the station does not exist or neither of temporal attributes is on the current day, the record is regarded as meaningless and would be abandoned directly, because no hints are available for the repair. Otherwise, some temporal errors can be corrected: if the start time is less than the end one, these twos would be replaced by each other; the false date in either temporal attribute can be substituted by the current day. More business constraints can be adopted here. After an optional calibration procedure with the data in other types, a revised valid record would be emitted to the downstream.
The right part of Figure 3 demonstrates how the data in different types would fuse for the data cleaning. At a toll station in highway, besides the inductive loops, the recognition cameras are deployed, whose data could be used for the traffic flow calibration. The ALPR (Automatic License Plate Recognition) data generated by those cameras has the structure in Table 2 , which includes several temporal, spatial, and entitative attributes. Compared with the traffic flow data, the ALPR data contains more information about vehicles and roads, so that it can be employed for wider analysis in more perspectives. As the streaming processing procedure, each record of ALPR data in the stream is read at a time. Besides the verification for the spatial and temporal attributes like that of traffic flow data, the vehicle licenses would be inspected for its legality. For some occasions, a vehicle cannot be recognized correctly in its plate, type, or payment mode. As the key of ALPR data, the license is a vehicle's identifier and its illegality would make a record invalid. The licenses are examined by the filtering on regular expressions. For example, the expression in Figure 4 is used to examine four aspects: plate color, belonging provincial region, license number, and license type. The business constrains on those factors are beyond this paper and would not be elaborated here. After that, each cleaned record would be cached in a bucket structure according to the time attribute. Besides being transferred continuously to the next DS-Harmonizer instance, the result as bucket can be referred by traffic flow data for the calibration: the value of traffic flow during the same period has to be consistent with the count of valid ALPR records.
Therefore, DS-Harmonizer can fuse the continuous sensory data in different types to complete the online data cleaning. The cleaning procedure for any type of data above is an independent streaming processing job and works collaboratively with the others by the message communication in the same edge server. Here, the output is the continuous data stream of the traffic flow data and ALPR data: the former would be the input of the data complementing of the same service instance; the latter would be the input of other service instance in an upper edge server. With the help of data cleaning, the data quality is improved in a certain extend because the imperfect records cannot disseminate further.
Online Data Complementing.
The output data stream of the data cleaning triggers the online data complementing, which becomes more feasible when some irreparable records are abandoned. Although the traffic flow seems to be fluctuating randomly, it appears to be spatiotemporal correlation [19] because an ongoing vehicle on a specific line has certain speed limitation and imperative distances between others. That makes the traffic flow predictable in short term. Moreover, such prediction to complement the missing data in edge environment has to be low latency in cost-efficient manner, because only limited computation capacity is available in edge servers to balance the effect and cost. Accordingly, we extend the ARIMA (AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average) model on spatiotemporal data stream to achieve preferable accuracy with comprehensible parameters. The procedure is illustrated by Figure 5 .
As the left part of Figure 5 , the input is the cleaned traffic flow from data cleaning, and the output is the complemented data stream. It is illustrated as follows, where the "missing" refers to a lost record of traffic flow data at station of time interval l.
(i) A record at of time interval l+1 in the traffic flow stream is read.
(ii) The records at the same station are handled by the same hierarchical DS-Harmonizer instances, and their temporal sequence are guaranteed. A record at of the previous interval is regarded as a missing one, if it has not been read from the input stream yet. Otherwise, go to (iv).
(iii) The missing record at of is substituted by a cached one, which is predicted during the previous time interval l-1. After the record complementing and result emitting, the very record of l+1 would be cached further.
(iv) The cache updates: the record of l+1 would append to cache when the record of is missing or replaces the one in the cache otherwise.
(v) With this record and the ones at of recent intervals in the cache, the predictive value at of l+2 would be calculated through our enhanced ARIMA model. It would be elaborated in the right part of Figure 5 .
(vi) After the predictive record of l+2 is cached, the record of l+1 would be emitted to the output stream.
The cache is maintained in the memory of edge server where the service instance is resident. ARIMA model is employed in the (v) step to predict the traffic flow of the next interval as a potential complement. As a classical short-term prediction model on offline time-series data, ARIMA (p, d, q) process can be expressed as
) , where is the lag operator, is the traffic flow value at time t, and is the white noise at time . It can be regarded as three steps with a respective algorithmic parameter as autoregressive (abbr. AR(p)), differencing (abbr. I(d)), and moving average (abbr. MA(q)). We extend it on spatiotemporal data stream like the right part of Figure 5 , where the record is just read and the recent ones are used as the input.
(a) When the record is just read and the previous ones at are ready, the stationary of time-series would be verified. To guarantee low latency of the verification, the ADF (Augmented Dickey-Fuller test) [23] is employed: if the hypothesis is rejected by test, those values are proved stationary and step(c) is triggered with the parameter d=0.
(b) Otherwise, on those nonstationary traffic flow values, differencing operation I(d) would be evaluated iteratively times until ADF test rejects the hypothesis (i.e., their differential values are stationary). Considering the latency for data stream processing and the fast convergence for the hypothesis testing, the differencing parameter is restricted not larger than 5 according to the domain experience. In fact, it is always not greater than 3 in practice. Therefore, the value is found by I(d) and ADF test here.
(c) On the stationary differential values of traffic flow, the AR(p) and MA(q) steps are evaluated. Traditionally, it is a long-term iterative calculation through Least Squares method, while a trick is adopted here for the online processing. Parameter is not more than 3 according to the domain experience, and parameter p <= K+1 (K is a build-time parameter above) implies the sample size. Due to the finite combination of and q, the minimum of AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) [24] can be found by the enumeration instead of the iteration with the time complexity O(p * q). For example, it is sufficient for short-term prediction when K=200, because the recent data lies in more than 16 hours (200 * 5=1000 minutes) even if the minimal interval length of 5 minutes is used. Therefore, the and values are found by the minimal AIC metric. q, the ARIMA model can be determined by learning the optimized parameters of model as the traditional way. The traffic flow value at the same station of next time interval can be predicted by that model. Accordingly, DS-Harmonizer realizes the online data complementing through continuous prediction on data stream. The trade-off of the low latency stream processing is considered in the limited computation capacity of edge servers. Common domain experience is adopted to speed the parameter tuning to avoid the heavy iterations. The output is the traffic flow of current period as data stream and would transfer to the service instance in an upper edge server. Their predictive value of next period is cached for potential data complementing in the future. It makes a cost-efficient solution.
Evaluation
Experiment Setting.
In the project mentioned in Section 2.1, our service is evaluated by extensive experiments. For the data center layer, tens of Acer AR580 F2 rack servers via Citrix XenServer 6.2 are utilized to build a private Cloud, each of which owns 8 processors (Intel Xeon E5-4607 2.20GHz), 64 GB RAM, and 80 TB storage. For the edge layer, tens of personal computers are used as edge servers, each of which owns 2-core CPU, 4 GB RAM, and 500 GB storage installing CentOS 6.6 x86 64 operating system. For the sensor layer, the data stream is simulated through our dedicated data generator [25, 26] . The data imported were generated in Henan province since Feb 1st 2017 to Apr 30th 2017. The concurrency and velocity of the simulated stream could be configured by defined scripts and settings in the data generator. By default, simulated traffic flow data is generated from virtual inductive loops with the rate of 1 record per 5 minutes in a loop; each toll station contains 10 loops for 200 toll stations (i.e., concurrency is 10 * 200=2000); simulated ALPR data is generated from recognition cameras with the rate of 1 record per second in a camera; each toll station contains 10 cameras for 200 toll stations (i.e., concurrency is identical to loops); the parameter K (sample size of each station) is set as 200. That is, the number of the inductive loops is identical to that of cameras and equals that of bottom DS-Harmonizer instances in a hierarchy.
In any edge server, several tools are deployed. (1) A tailored Apache Storm 0.9.4 is installed as a single-machine cluster. All daemons (e.g., nimbus and supervisor) run in one machine, message acknowledgement is disabled, and some components are removed to reserve more resource for data harmonization. (2) The ZeroMQ 2.1.4 is employed as a lightweight message service in front of Storm. (3) DSHarmonizer is implemented as a topology as Figure 6 , in which the data cleaning and complementing is realized as a respective bolt. Two types of sensory data are brought into the topology by a respective spout: ALPR Spout is for ALRP data and TF Spout is for traffic flow data. The data transmission between spout and bolt is shuffle grouping, which dispatches the data uniformly to each task of Cleaning Blot; the data transmission between bolts is field grouping by the station identifier, which ensures the records of the same station would be dispatched to the same task of Complementing Bolt. Moreover, the worker number is 1, the parallelism (executor number) of any bolt is 2, and the parallelism of any spout is 1, all of which can be tuned in Storm. The service instance is the worker of that topology running in an edge server, and the message communication among instances is just like hierarchy of Figure 2. 
Service Performance.
First, the performance of DSHarmonizer is the focus, and its interrelation among the factors of time (i.e., interval length), space (i.e., sensors volume), and edge condition (i.e., service hierarchy) is evaluated. The first two can be configured by the velocity and concurrencies in the data generator and the last one is tuned by service instances' architecture. Experiment 1. DS-Harmonizer is applied to harmonize the traffic flow data (abbr. TF) in two ways with (fusion way) or without (solo way) auxiliary ALPR data. All the service instances are in the same bottom level, and the factor concerned here is the number of inductive loops (i.e., hierarchical width). In both ways, the interval length of TF is, respectively, set as 5, 15, and 30 minutes, by configuring TF rate. In the fusion way, the rate of ALPR is kept as 1 record/second per camera. In each test around, the concurrency of TF and ALPR data is from 1000 to 5000 (i.e., 5∼25 sensors in each of the 200 stations); the average latency of a record from a certain loop to the data center is counted after the services having run smoothly. The result is shown in Figure 7 (a). Experiment 2. Like two ways above, the factor concerned here is the edge level (i.e., hierarchical depth), and the levels of service instances are deployed from 1 to 5. The concurrency of either TF or ALPR data is kept as 1000 (i.e., 5 sensors in each of the 200 stations). In both ways, the interval length of TF is, respectively, set as 5, 15, and 30 minutes, by configuring TF rate. In the fusion way, the rate of ALPR is kept as 1 record/second per camera. In each test around, a new level is deployed between the top level and the data center by importing 5 service instances (i.e., each instance connects a lower one); the average latency of a record from a certain loop to the data center is counted after the services having run smoothly. The result is shown in Figure 7 (b).
We found these consequences during the service execution. (1) DS-Harmonizer has well horizontal scalability in concurrency, and the latency is related to the interval length. As Figure 7 (a), the latency stably holds second-level in both ways under different interval lengths. In the solo way when only TF data is harmonized, the latency reflects the processing capacity regardless of the concurrency of TF data. As a result, three interval lengths make the latency no different in the solo way. While in the fusion way collaborated with the ALPR data, the longer the interval length is, the higher the latency would be in any hierarchical width. The velocity of ALPR data is kept as a constant, longer interval length implies larger ones to handle during the data cleaning step, which undoubtedly requires much time. (2) The latency is related to the hierarchical depth of edges. As Figure 7 (b), in both ways under different interval length, the latency increases progressively when more levels are introduced. More levels bring longer path of data transmission, which inevitably delays the data from the sensor to the data center. In the solo way, the latency of three interval lengths is still identical and grows slightly in almost the same extent. While in the fusion way, the latency of three intervals rises obviously, and the longer the interval length brings higher latency in any hierarchical depth. The reason also comes from the ALPR data volume discussed before. (3) The latency is also related to the data fusion. In either Figure 7 (a) or 7(b), the fusion way under the same interval consumes longer time than that of solo way. It is an intuitive that more resources are required to handle the data in another type. The fusion way seems heavier than the solo one, but it is worthy due to its higher accuracy as discussed later.
Harmonization Effect.
Next, we introduce artificial dirt into the records and evaluate the harmonization effect during the online data cleaning.
Experiment 3.
From the real data of a certain day, some records are selected randomly. The proportion of the selected ones in that day is 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, or 25%, respectively. For such selected records, the artificial dirt in temporal attributes would be introduced as follows: in a half of the selected records, a decimal digit of a timestamp (time start or time end) is altered randomly; in the other half, a decimal number of both timestamps would be altered randomly. Analogously, the artificial dirt in spatial attribute is introduced as follows: in the selected records, the station identifier (exit station) would be substituted with an inexistent one. Then, the stream is relayed through the data generator on the data in that day, where the concurrency of TF data is kept as 1000 (i.e., 5 loops in each of the 200 stations) and the interval length of TF is set, respectively, as 5 minutes by configuring TF rate. DS-Harmonizer is applied as the solo way, and 5 service instances are in the same bottom level. In each test round, after the services having run smoothly, the proportion of the correct records in the output of online cleaning is counted after the comparison with the raw data before the artificial dirt is introduced. The result is showed as in Figure 8 records in output is more than 70% and remains high even when dirty record scales. In intuition, the result ought to decline when more such altered records have to be handled; while in our online method, it is not related to the volume of the dirty records because any record would be examined once. Although some of dirty records are not distinguished here due to the limited business constraints (more can be introduced then), the online data cleaning still shows the advantage about accuracy. Then, we analyze the effect of the online data complementing on the data of two different days, because the traffic flow of highway shows distinct trends on workday or holiday. The short-term traffic flow prediction is adopted in DS-Harmonizer to complement missing records, so the predictive error could be the indicator for the evaluation. In this section, three common metrics are used to evaluate errors for prediction. The first is the absolute percentage error (abbr. APE) defined as (1); the second is the mean absolute percentage error (abbr. MAPE) by the definition of (2); the third is the median absolute percentage error (abbr. MDAPE) which is the median of APE. Here, at the beginning time of an interval t, is the factual value of traffic flow; x t ' is the predictive value calculated at the beginning time of the previous interval t-1.
Experiment 4. The data in a workday, Apr 20th 2017, is imported to replay as data stream. In the data generator, a record of traffic flow data is generated every 5 minutes (i.e., interval length is 5 minutes) from one virtual inductive loop. A dedicated instance of DS-Harmonizer is deployed as the solo way in a single bottom level to receive the simulated data. For comparison, both traditional ARIMA (ARIMA) and our enhanced model (ARIMA+) are implemented in DS-Harmonizer. After the service having run smoothly, the output of online complementing and the latencies during each data complementing are noted. After the end of the replay, calculate three error metrics of both models with the real data in that day. The average latency of a record from the loop to the data center is also counted. For a heavy traffic station ZhengzhouNan, the result is illustrated as in Figure 9 and Table 3 . Other settings are the same as that of the last experiment. After the end of the replay, calculate three error metrics of both models with the real data in that day. The average latency of a record from the loop to the data center is also counted. For the same station ZhengzhouNan, the result is illustrated as in Figure 10 and Table 4 .
Based on the results of two experiments above, we found that DS-Harmonizer holds the high accuracy with low latency as the discussion below. (1) Both models can approximate the factual trends on either workday or holiday. As in Figure 9 (a) and Figure 10 (a), two evident spikes appear on either day when the traffic is busy, but on holiday first spike is postponed about 30 minutes and the second one advances 30 minutes. As in Figure 9 (b) with Table 3 and Figure 10 (b) with Table 4 , any of the three metrics in both models is acceptable. (2) Both models own the different precision in workday with that of holiday. Comparing MAPE in Tables 3 and 4 , both models fit better on workday, because the stationary of traffic flow on holiday is not outstanding relatively due to more unexpected factors. (3) Our enhanced ARIMA+ model presents the better effects. On the one hand, ARIMA+ shows lower error than the traditional ARIMA, especially in MDAPE. Our model is tailed with the business constrains, which avoids the overfitting in certain extents. On the other hand, our model has advantage in the latency on the data stream. In Tables 3 and 4 , ARIMA+ cuts down 35∼45% of the average executed time. Compared with the traditional one, our model dramatically reduces the time due to the algorithmic parameters tuning, in which three key parameters d, q, and have been restricted by their upper bound according to the business constrains.
In brief, DS-Harmonizer proved its high performance and low latency with acceptable accuracy in extensive conditions.
Conclusions
In edge computing environment, a data harmonization service DS-Harmonizer is proposed to handle imperfect and missing records among the spatiotemporal data stream. By the online data cleaning and data complementing of hierarchical services, the records' validity and continuity can be guaranteed in an efficient way. The service shows minutelevel latency with horizontal scalability, and it can achieve better precision guarantee during either step in extensive conditions.
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